









                    

                                        TRANSFORMERS: Reflections



                                        "In the year 5005 on the Human scale, five thousand stellar cycles have elapsed since the Battle for Earth that began with the Decepticon invasion of Autobot City. Many things have transpired in the time between, most notably the Atzerian War, Starscream's return, the unification of the Autobot and Decepticon factions, and other pivotal events. While some embraced change, others fought battles. While some explored new worlds and pushed the boundaries of the known universe, others plotted against for personal gain.
                                        For the longest time, it was good versus evil, until all became one for the greater good. Some adapted to their new roles, while others either exiled themselves to their own, or simply became apathetic as a whole. One thing they all share is a unique perspective on the before mentioned events, and of what became afterwords. For when it comes to the Transformers, there is more than meets the eye....."


Lookout Mountain - Earth

                                        It was a calm day weatherwise, with no winds to speak of, no rain to fall. Very few clouds populated the sky of his adopted home, as the sun shone down on his position. Hot Rod stood on the main vantage point of Lookout Mountain, a place he had not been since the attack on Autobot City by the Decepticons five thousand stellar cycles ago. He had been standing right here, in this spot when the stolen shuttle full of the enemy had caught his attention. Had it not been for him spotting the danger, things could have ended up much worse at the time. It was a moment he would never forget, etched in his memory banks forever.
                                        Again, he was expecting a shuttle to fly past, but this one was friendly. It was the same shuttle that had been commandeered, and had crashed with the bodies of four of his comrades, one of which had been revived by an unknown force sometime after the initial event. Now, repaired and restored, the shuttle was more of a sentimental craft than anything else, having been refueled and sent up to mark the anniversary of the invasion, and the heroic defence by it's crew. Ratchet was one of two chosen to fly it on this day, having been part of the original crew. Hot Rod himself was offered the other seat, but declined, wanting to be on Lookout Mountain for the fly past. It seemed appropriate to him.
                                        He thought back again to the destruction of Unicron, when he became Rodimus Prime with the help of the Matrix. From there he became the leader of the Autobots for some time until the reunification of the two factions happened, making the Matrix obsolete. He reverted back to Hot Rod during that time, but retained all he had learned as leader, and it had served him well. Now, all this time later, he was happy to serving the Cybertronian cause, what with the other conflicts that had occurred. And yet after all of this, he still chose to return to Earth, and be amongst the humans. 
                                        "A very dynamic people indeed." he muttered to himself, before looking to the sky. His audios picked up the sound of rocket engines getting  near. The shuttle was almost upon him. Hot Rod turned to see it come into view, the Earth's sun behind it, giving it an interesting glow. Other Autobots, and some humans were down at New Autobot City watching the old ship from there, while he was happy to be alone on the mountain, just this once. Just like he did back in 2005, Hot Rod activated his optic scanners, pinpointing the craft as it continued past. The side entry hatch was wide open, with a smiling Blurr waving to people below at it glided overhead, a tribute to times long ago.


Deep Space

                                        The rocky, dusty world had been dead for some time, and to say it was a quiet place was an understatement. It's atmosphere having burned off previously, there was no organic life to speak of. An aging star at the centre of the system was it's only light and hear source, but time itself was stripping it of it's intensity. The result was a cold planet, a world that had died, and would stay that way for eternity. There were probably better places for a being to come and spend time, but for the moment, Starscream couldn't think of any. He was happy to be alone on this dark, insignificant world, by himself, the silence pleasing him.
                                        It reminded him of the planet of Charr, a dead world that he had spent some time on back when he was a full-fledged Decepticon in the war for Cybertron. Many times in that cause, he had fallen out of favour with Megatron, or tried to take over because he thought his own course of action was the right one. Only when he was destroyed by Galvatron, and later was granted a new body by the demi-God Unicron before a period of self-emposed exile did his views start to change.
                                        Starscream had turned his focus back to science and exploration, fed up with the conflicts that had taken him over. Once again, he found solace in finding artifacts on ancient worlds, and making new scientific discovery. He paused from his train of thought and knelt down, reaching out for a strange chunk of rock that sat near his left foot. Picking it up, he scanned it with his optical sensors, and pondered it's composition. "Heh." he started. "Not from this world. Probably a remnant of a cosmic collision." he said to himself. He dropped the rock back into the dirt and looked up at the blackness of space, and all the stars that shone bright. "The answer is still out there....." he said, voice trailing off, wanting more.
                                         No more did combat interest him the way it used to. If defence was necessary, then he would use his weapons to preserve his own life. The time had come to do good for the universe once again. "Science.....will prevail....." he said, voice trailing off as he activated his heel jets and blasted off into space, transforming into his jet mode as he ascended from the planet's surface. For him, it felt good to have a purpose again, doing something that he was made to do. While he might be alone, his determination to succeed was immense, and he would do what he had to to push the limits of the science he knew. His mission clear, he rocketed out into the blackness of space in pursuit of his research.


Cybertron

                                          Prosperity was an interesting device, no matter how it happened. An entire race could go from a golden age to a period of war, a prolonged suffering, but if resourceful and determined, could withstand all of that and prosper yet again. Such was the case on Cybertron. After everything that Cybertronians had been through, what with the wars and internal conflicts, they had still managed to usher in a new Golden Age of prosperity. Everyone was working towards a common goal: the betterment of their own society as a whole. They had a purpose now more than ever, and much focus to with it all. A renaissance, if you will.
                                         Kup watched silently, his arms crossed, as the monument to the fallen Cybertronians from the Atzerian conflict was raised to accomodate a better platform. He cracked a grin as he admired the monument itself, designed and built by the Constructicons, who had returned to being six of the best manufacturers, fabricators, and architects that they had been before the initial Autobot/Decepticon war. While not many were lost in the Atzerian conflict, they nonetheless deserved a monument at the very least, for sacrificing themselves to preserve all of Cybertron.
                                         As much as Kup enjoyed a good fight (he had been through so many over the eons), he was more suited for a more peaceful existence. Having a while back been put in charge of planetary operations due to his experience, he found it an interesting change of pace. Still referred to as an 'old-timer' by some of the younger Transformers, he hadn't really slowed down at all. There were always things to do, places to go. He even found himself making more frequent trips to Earth and whatnot, preferring to oversee everything that fell under his jurisdiction, all while maintaining a distance, and letting people do their jobs without being overbearing.
                                          "Put it down gentle now, you hear?" he said towards the Constructicons, who were lowering the monument back down on it's new platform. The big war sculpture landed with a gentle thud, as the six began to secure it in place permanently. Kup grinned again, and turned to leave. "Nice work." he said, before transforming into his vehicle mode and speeding off towards his next project, knowing there was still lots to do. The monument got smaller in his rear view mirrors, and vanished completely once he turned through the metallic roadway around the structures, and made best speed towards Telex, his destination city.


New Autobot City, Earth

                                           "Me Grimlock not like being here! Me Grimlock want to help other Dinobots!" yelled the large dinobot, annoyed at being held up in the medical bay with little to do. "You Grimlock will never get out of here if you keep slowing me down!" yelled Ratchet back, making a point. Grimlock scratched his skull with his hand. "You Ratchet make good point. Me cooperate better." he said, allowing Ratchet, the medic, to coninue checking his systems and make some minute adjustements. It was necessary from time to time for Transformers to have maintenance checks.
                                           'Only difference is that Grimlock is not your normal patient.' thought Ratchet to himself, performing a few more scans. Ever since an unknown force brought him back to life, he had been busy, stationed here on Earth at New Autobot City in the medical bay. It wasn't exciting per se, but he enjoyed helping anyone and everyone. He even had the odd human patient from time to time. "Just another day at the office...." he remarked to himself, as he ran back to the diagnostic board to check some readings. "All done! You can go now, Grimlock, all systems check out." he said to the Dinobot. Grimlock nodded. "Good. Me Grimlock thanks you." he replied.
                                            "Oh you're welcome." said Ratchet back, as the big Dinobot rumbled out of the room and down the corridor. "All in a day's work." he said to himself, happy to be by himself again, as he had some research to do. As he worked the control panel on his computer, his thoughs again returned to the past, when he was on the Ark and it first crashed here, millions of years ago. "The good old days." he said aloud. Part of him wished for the excitement of the that time, but he knew that it would take conflict to achieve it, and in his mind, it wasn't worth it by any means. Ratchet had been through quite a bit since all that began, and he had witnessed enough destruction to last him a long time. Peace was preferable, and he hoped it stayed this way.
                                             He was about to check on a research project, when his comm panel beeped. Ratchet tapped the comm button. "Medical Bay, Ratchet here." he said. A crackly response came back. "Can you come to the command centre?  Slag electrocuted himself, and fell over." said the voice on the other end. Ratchet shrugged. "Alright. Be there soon." he replied, before cutting the comm channel. "Dinobots." he muttered, before transforming into his ambulance mode and rolling off down the corridor into the main area, sirens wailing. For Ratchet, it was just another day, and he couldn't be happier.


Cybertronian Comm Outpost Gamma-Delta

                                             Some would consider his position tedious at best, or even downright boring, but to Soundwave, it was very satisfying, especially since it was just him out here on the communications outpost, doing what he did best. Working his control panel, he routed whatever minor comm signals he happened to find, which weren't much at the moment. Suddenly, a warning light began flickering on his control console. A transmitter was malfunctioning. He checked his controls first, then ran a diagnostic. Still nothing from the transmitter. Soundwave decided to act and get it fixed.
                                             "Buzzsaw eject. Operation, repair." he said in his monotone voice as he pressed a button near his shoulder and ejected a smaller Transformer, Buzzsaw, that came out as a cassette before transforming into his flight mode. Buzzsaw screeched as he flew towards an open access tube and flew into it, heading towards the outpost's exterior so he could repair the transmitter. It didn't take long for him to get there, and when he did, he activated his camera so that Soundwave could see what he saw. There, on the main transmitter array, was one of the main power cables, severed. It could have been struck by something, or had just given out over time.
                                              Soundwave worked some controls back in the comm room. "Repair immediately." he said over the open channel. Buzzsaw squacked and popped open a small hatch near his right wing, where a mini welding iron extended outwards and touched the severed power line, reattaching it at the break. The work didn't take very long, and after a few more minutes, was complete. Buzzsaw squacked again, as Soundwave took one more look through the camera at the repair work. "Very well." he said, working the controls and awaiting the smaller Transformer's return.
                                              Buzzsaw emerged from the access tube a little while later, and perched himself on the edge of the console, watching Soundwave with interest. The big robot merely nodded and kept working, now that the comm traffic had increased once again. Just then, a door hatch at the rear of the room opened, and in walked another small Transformer. "Hey Soundwave, that crazy Blaster wants to know when we'll send him a test signal for his new receiver array over there." said Rumble, another former Decepticon, and one of Soundwave's charges and casette robots, referring to another comm outpost than was run by a former Autobot.
                                             There was a brief silence, and then a response. "Activation of signal will commence in one cycle." he said. Rumble nodded his acknowledgement. "Right on. I'll tell him the plan." he said, before turning and heading back out of the control room and into the secondary technical area. Soundwave himself went back to his controls and continued filtering and routing all the communications traffic. It might not be a plum assignment, but he found himself at peace here, immersing himself in communications as a whole, no longer worried about conflict as a whole.


An unknown dimension

                                             The three suns rose over the horizon of the dusty desert world, his optics scanning the event as stood alone, up on a rocky plain high above the dry, cracked dirt below. Skystorm often came here to get away from everything else, this being one of his favourite realms to visit. The transdimensional phase shift  was introduced to him some time ago as a piece of technology, before melding with him when he was formatted into his new body by Omnicron, the shifting evolving as well to the point where he can control it by thought, and go where he pleases. It had served him well for quite some time now.
                                             There was much for him to ponder here, in this place, devoid of life save himself. It had just marked five thousand Earth years since the climax of the Cybertronian War, back when he was still an idealistic Decepticon, looking for a way to seize opportunity and move up in the ranks. Skystorm reflected on those days from time to time, but not as much as today. A lot had changed over that period of time. What it took all of Cybertron to accomplish over a couple of million megacycles, had taken him just five thousand. In that time, he had undergone a couple of pivotal transformation, culminating with his ascension to demi-God status, and all the power and responsibility that came with it.
                                              He had even helped unite a people, his own, that had only known conflict between two factions. Cybertronians everywhere had united, and been victorious over other foes along the way. The question now was what could there be left to do, if anything. His people were enjoying another golden age of sorts. There were no more hostile species in range of doing anything, and he himself was off exploring other dimensions and realms as well. "Perhaps this newfound exploration is key." he started. "To learn all we can about whatever is still out there." he finished, thinking everything over still. 
                                              "It's been a while since I've been home....." he mused to himself. Suddenly, a field of shimmering purple energy enveloped him, and within a nanosecond, he disappeared into thin air before the energy, leaving nothing behind in it's wake. A short time later, the same energy field reappeared in the centre of Cybertron's largest city, Polyhex, right in the spot where Rodimus Prime made a famous speech back in the year 2005. Skystorm's form materialized in the energy field before it vanished around him, leaving him looking down on all the activity below, Cybertronians scurrying about, doing whatever it is they were supposed to be doing at that moment, and oblivious to his arrival above them.
                                               Skystorm pondered them for a time, remembering a time when battle raged in this very city. "It's good to be home again." he said, pausing a little longer before walking off and heading for the operations centre. He decided to get caught up on planetary goings on for the time being, and visit some compatriots that he had not spoken to in a while. As much as he enjoyed being alone in other realms, it really was comforting to be on Cybertron, even if for a little while. "This place has it's own charm, as does deep space, as do the other realms I have visited." he mumbled. Skystorm could have teleported or even transformed to make his journey that much shorter, but was happy to walk, taking in everything he saw on the way. It was something he had missed while away.


Another galaxy

                                                The robot he helped rebuild walked off towards his destination, back on his home planet at long last. "With all I have given him, and his God-like status, he still walks like an ordinary being." mused Omnicron to himself. "Most interesting." he said, before tuning out and refocusing on what he was doing. A galaxy or two over from where Cybertron was located, the gigantic planet-sized Transformer and demi-God was in his planet mode, closing on a small uninhabited moon rich in minerals he desired for fuel. His mammoth twin pincers started to extend outwards, suddenly impaling the rocky moon and helping to pull it in towards his forward orifice, it's tractor beams ripping off chunks as well.
                                                 It wasn't long until the moon had already half disappeared inside of him, the rest slowly desintegrating and being broken down. Just as quickly as it had begun, it was over. He was again fully powered as the minerals were processed by his internal workings, sending energy wherever he needed it to go. It had been a while since all he had to do was cruise a galaxy, and for Omnicron, he was glad to be doing it. No longer did the one known as Skystorm need him for anything, as his path was clear now. It was time to get back to roaming the universe, and let the younger ones do things by themselves.
                                                 Omnicron had infinite time to do as he pleased, so long as he didn't disturb any other species. Peace was his first and foremost concern, so as to not repeat a past mistake of letting one of his own kind go rogue and destroy whole races at will. To his surprise, when that did happen, the younger Cybertronian people showed great courage and determination in destroying the rogue, Unicron, and stopping the almost insurmountable evil that almost consumed them as well. "Great promise indeed." said Omnicron to himself, amazed at how that whole situation was handled. He had been impressed greatly by that.
                                                 "They are all in good hands." he remarked, before trundling along, heading off to the edge of the galaxy he was in so he could leave, find another, and explore it. He had reflected enough on things, and only wanted to be on his way....


                                                  "Eons came and went in the time therafter, and for the most part, the Cybertronians' prosperity never really wavered. Skystorm himself moved on to greater things, becoming an overseer of the many realms, having reached a state so powerful that he could no longer just reside in one realm. From the moment of his creation and assembly as the Autobot Whiterod, to his coversion to that of the Decepticons, and his revelations and new body, he was destined for greatness. The stories told of his adventures serve as his legacy, as they also serve to further expand the universe of The Transformers. They are truly more than meets the eye....."


                                                            THE END


                                                  When I created my version of the Transformers universe back in 2001, I was deriving short stories from role play I had been a part of online at the time. My character was loosely based upon Hot Rod, then evolved in the role play aspects. When this no longer interested me, I delved deep into the writing aspect alone, casting off the role play to tell my character's story as best I could.
                                                  In doing so, I also created several stand-alone adventures focused on other Transformers. I managed to integrate a timeline where I would insert various works of my fiction into different places on said timeline. Alas, I have come to the point in time where for me, there are no more stories for me to tell in the Transformers universe. Almost fifteen years will do that to you, and it's for the better. I have now given my full attention to my other fictional works and characters, and will continue to do so. I hope you, my readers, have enjoyed my take on The Transformers.

